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ABSTRACT
Estimating model parameters in dynamic model continues to be challenge. In my
dissertation, we have introduced a Stochastic Approximation based parameter estimation
approach under Ensemble Kalman Filter set-up. Asymptotic properties of the resultant
estimates are discussed here. We have compared our proposed method to current methods
via simulation studies. We have demonstrated predictive performance of our proposed
method on a large spatio-temporal data.
In my other topic, we presented a method for simultaneous estimation of regression
parameters and the covariance matrix, developed for a nonparametric Seemingly Un-
related Regression problem. This is a very flexible modeling technique that essentially
performs a sparse high-dimensional multiple predictor(p), multiple responses(q) regres-
sion where the responses may be correlated. Such data appear abundantly in the fields
of genomics, finance and econometrics. We illustrate and compare performances of our
proposed techniques with previous analyses using both simulated and real multivariate
data arising in econometrics and government.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In my dissertation, I worked on Bayesian time-series analysis and multivariate regres-
sion with graphical structure.
State-space models/Hidden Markov models have a long history in statistics literature.
Introduced in 1960s, they have become more and more popular over time. In recent times,
they have been widely used in diverse fields including, but not limited to, atmospheric
science, petroleum engineering, finance, epidemiology. In his seminal work, R. E. Kalman
(1960) introduced Kalman filter as an optimal solution for linear state-space model with
Gaussian noise. Later Geir Evensen (1994) proposed Ensemble Kalman filter as an
efficient solution for non-linear Gaussian state-space model.
Although most research in this area is focused on estimating the unobserved state
variables, problems arising from estimating model parameters have also gained recog-
nition among researchers. In the second section of my dissertation, we have proposed
a Stochastic Approximation based parameter method for Gaussian state-space model.
Stochastic approximation, introduced by Robbins and Monro (1951), has been widely
used in sequentially approximating unique minimum(or maximum) to unimodal func-
tions. The most beneficial quality of Stochastic approximation is that it enables quick
“online” updating as and when new data becomes available. We have showed that the
resultant estimates are asymptotically efficient. We have compared the performance of
our proposed algorithm to that of another prevailing technique. section two also includes
an application of our method to spatio-temporal atmospheric data.
In the third section of my dissertation, we introduce joint estimation technique for
regression parameters as well as the variance-covariance parameters in case of non-linear
Seemingly Unrelated Regression problem with a small sample size, relative to the number
of model parameters to be estimated. Arnold Zellner (1962) introduced Seemingly Unre-
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lated Regression(SUR) as an optimal solution to seemingly unrelated regression problem
with correlated errors. Later non-parametric SUR methods are developed to solve the
non-linear SUR problem. But all these models treat the variance-covariance parameter,
Σ, as nuisance parameter. In our proposed method, we explicitly model the covariance
matrix by attaching a sparse graphical structure to our dependent variables. Gaussian
graphical models are useful device to model high dimensional sparse graphical struc-
ture, regularly found in financial portfolio management, marketing, bioinformatics etc.,
by imposing conditional independence. This in turn provides efficiency and scalability
in case of small sample, high dimensional problems. This section includes comparative
studies using both simulated data and real world examples. Section four concludes my
dissertation by discussing current limitations and future possibilities of my research.
2
2. AN ADAPTIVE ENSEMBLE KALMAN FILTER WITH PARAMETER
ESTIMATION
2.1 Introduction
A mathematical model, through a system of equations involving multiple variables,
tries to represent some physical phenomenon. Unfortunately, a single solution of the
system of equations fails to capture the inherent uncertainty present in the physical
world. Rather than considering a system of deterministic equations, a better approach
would be to introduce uncertainty through probability density function for the involved
model states. This helps us to asses multiple likely solutions together with the likelihood
of realization of that solution. Based on the observed data, evaluation of the density
function of the model solution is what is known as Data Assimilation or Inverse Problem.
The literature on data assimilation techniques is quite extensive. Some techniques
try to map out an accurate path of the density function over time, where as others try to
approximate the density function using moment estimates. In case of high dimensional
models, representing the complete density path can become highly complicated, as well
as computationally expensive. In such situations density functions are better represented
through moment estimates and ensemble of model states. Among these various methods,
some work well for simple linear process, but fails in case of nonlinear dynamics. Other
methods are more suitable for non-linear problems, but are computationally expensive,
and hence not optimal for linear dynamics.
Kalman filter was introduced by R. E. Kalman (1960) as a optimal solution for state
estimation of dynamic linear systems under Gaussian noise. It has been extensively used
in the fields of signal processing and navigation. Kalman Filter uses the second order
moments, “integrated forward in time to predict error statistics” i, which in turn are used
iEvensen (2009b)
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to calculate minimum variance state estimates. “The filter is very powerful in several
aspects: it supports estimations of past, present, and even future states, and it can do
so even when the precise nature of the modeled system is unknown.”ii. Despite of it’s
efficiency in solving discrete linear filtering problem, Kalman Filter suffers in case of high
dimensional or non-linear models.
In case of high dimensional state vector in dynamical model, Kalman Filter(KF)
suffers from computational issues. For a model with p unobserved state vector, the error
covariance matrix consists of p(p+ 1)/2 unknowns at each time point. This restricts the
use of Kalman Filter to moderately low dimensional problems. For a non-linear dynamic
system, Kalman Filter solutions become suboptimal since in this case, the probability
distribution of the unobserved states are not completely characterized by the second order
moments. In this case the probability density of the model states follow what is known as
Fokker-Planck equation (Kolmogorov’s equation)(see Jazwinski (1970)). As a solution,
Gelb (1974) developed Extended Kalman Filter(EKF), which follows the formulation of
the Kalman filter with the Jacobian of dynamic matrix in place of the linear dynamic
matrix. Although Extended Kalman filter was effective in many real life cases, but
it is not an optimal estimator as it fails to account for the full non-linear dynamics.
Extended Kalman Filter requires linearization for deriving error covariance evolution.
But linearization leads to sub-optimal and unstable error covariance evolution. These
issues can be resolved by involving higher order moments. But that would make it more
computationally expensive.
Geir Evensen (1994) introduced Ensemble Kalman Filter(EnKF) as an approach to
solve nonlinear state estimation. It was introduced as a way to solve the computational
problem that arises in cases of KF and EKF. Ensemble Kalman filter is very popular for
high-dimensional weather forecasting systems where models are extremely nonlinear in
iiWelch and Bishop (2007)
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nature, initial states are very noisy and a large number of observations are available. The
inherent ease of computational implementation and intuitive nature of it’s formulation
lead to it’s widespread use. A detailed overview of the Ensemble Kalman Filter can be
found in Evensen (2009b).
All the dynamic models discussed so far, namely, Kalman Filter, Extended Kalman
Filter and Ensemble Kalman Filter, recursively updates model states based on fixed,
known model parameters. Parameter estimation in dynamic models is different from
usual methods. Here the focus is to formulate the problem in terms of joint density
function of the model parameters and the unknown model states, conditioned on observed
variables.
Parameter estimation in Ensemble Kalman filter setting has a long history, specially
in the context of atmospheric science. Dee (1995) and Dee and da Silva (1999) pro-
vided on-line estimation of different parameters based on maximum likelihood approach.
Mitchell and Houtekamer (2000) proposed an extension of this maximum likelihood based
method. Ensemble Adjustment Kalman Filter was introduced by Anderson (2001) where
he included unknown parameters in the state vector. Evensen (2009a) introduced Gaus-
sian prior for the model parameters. Both Anderson (2001) and Evensen (2009a) are
not applicable for variance parameters. Stroud and Bengtsson (2007) represented the
beliefs about unknown parameters and the states by joint probability distribution. Their
method is applicable in case of variance co-variance parameters. Unfortunately variance
estimates turned out be unstable.
In my research, we propose a stochastic approximation based technique for parameter
estimation. Stochastic approximation was introduced by Robbins and Monro (1951)
and Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1952). It has since been developed into an important tool
often used as a discrete time iterative stochastic optimization algorithm for solving on-
line root finding problems(for detailed overview, see Lai (2003)). Under MCMC set-
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up, Stochastic approximation has been extensively used to solve maximum likelihood
estimation problems( see Younes (1988, 1999); Moyeed and Baddeley (1991); Gelfand
and Banerjee (1998); Gu and Kong (1998); Delyon et al. (1999); Gu and Zhu (2001))
and monte carlo simulations( Liang et al. (2007)).
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, I have reviewed Kalman Filter,
Extended Kalman Filter, Ensemble Kalman Filter and some existing parameter estima-
tion techniques. In section 3, I give a basic review of Stochastic Approximation theory.
Stochastic approximation in Ensemble Kalman Filter set-up is introduced in Section 4.
In section 5, I have compared our algorithm with other competing through extensive
simulation study based on linear spatio-temporal models as well as non-linear models. In
section 6, I have introduced a modified parameter estimation method in case of limited
data. Proposed method is applied on real data in section 7. Finally, in section 8, I
conclude this chapter with discussion.
2.2 Review of various Kalman Filters and Parameter Estimation Techniques
Kalman filter is named after Rudolf E. Kalman, even though Thorvald Nicolai Thiele-
Lauritzen (1981),Lauritzen (2002) and Peter SwerlingSwerling (1958) developed a similar
algorithm earlier. Richard S. Bucy and Stanley F. Schmidt said to have contributed in
developing the theoretical basis and the implementation of Kalman filter. Kalman Filter
was used to solve the problem of trajectory estimation for the Apollo program, leading
to its incorporation in the Apollo navigation computer. Early descriptions of Kalman
Filter can be found in Kalman (1960) and Kalman and Bucy (1961).
Kalman filters have since been used in the implementation of U.S. Navy nuclear
ballistic missile submarines navigation systems as well as in the guidance and navigation
systems of various US missiles system such as Tomahawk missile and the Cruise Missile.
It has also been heavily used in various space shuttle navigation system. For a more
elaborate introductory discussion on Kalman Filter consult Sorenson (1970).
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Let yt and xt be the p and q dimensional observation and hidden state variable at the
time t. Let θ be set of unknown parameter. Figure (2.1) depicts the dynamic relation
between yt and xt. The generalized version of state-space model can be written as
Measurement Model yt ∼ p(yt|xt, θ)
Dynamic Model xt ∼ p(xt|xt−1, θ)
Figure 2.1: Dynamic Model. Given xt, yt is independent of y1:t−1, x1:t−1.
2.2.1 Kalman Filter
Under the above set-up Kalman filter is an optimal variance-minimizing scheme which
updates the state estimates with each new measurement when the measurement model
and the dynamic model is assumed to be Gaussian with linear mean. Hence we have
xt = Axt−1 + But−1 + wt−1, where wt−1 ∼ N(0,Q)
x0 = A0 + w0,
yt = Hxt + vt, where vt ∼ N(0,R), (2.1)
where A and H are the linear model operators, A0 is the initial condition with error w0,
and Q, R are known error variance matrices. In practise, both variance matrices as well
7
as the linear model operators can change over time. The random errors, wt and vt are
assumed to be independent of each other. Here ut−1 is known optional control input.
2.2.1.1 Kalman Filter Algorithm
The discrete Kalman Filter state forecast step is the following
xft = Ax
a
t−1 + But−1, (2.2)
Pft = AP
a
t−1A
′ + Q. (2.3)
Here xft is called the a priori state estimate or the state forecast at time t and x
a
t is the
a posteriori or the updated state estimate at time step t. Similarly Pft and P
a
t are the
a priori and a posteriori error covariance estimates. In Kalman Filter, our main goal is
to find an way to get the a posteriori state estimate xat as a linear combination of the
a priori state estimate, xft and the observed data, yt at time t. The a posteriori state
estimate xat is given by
xat = x
f
t + Kt(yt −Hxft ), (2.4)
where Kt is called Kalman gain matrix. The Kalman gain matrix as well as the a
posteriori error covariance matrix is derived as
Kt = P
f
t H
′(HPft H
′ + R)−1, (2.5)
Pat = (I−KtH)Pft . (2.6)
After the updated state is estimated, the same process is repeated, to dynamically derive
the a posteriori state estimate for step (t + 1). This dynamic nature of Kalman Filter
makes it easy to implement.
In practical implementation of Kalman Filter, both the measurement model covari-
ance R and the dynamic model covariance matrix Q are measures before the operating
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the filter. Measuring R is relatively easier than measuring Q. By tuning the estimates of
the error covariance matrices, superior performance of the filter can be achieved. Some-
time measurement noise as well as the dynamic noise do not stay constant. In those
cases, appropriate choices of Rt and Qt are used to perform the filtering.
2.2.2 Extended Kalman Filter
Kalman Filter provides optimal solution when both the measurement model and the
dynamic model are linear. Problem arises if one of them turn out to be non-linear in
nature. Extended Kalman Filter provides state estimation, by linearizing the mean and
the covariance estimates in Kalman Filter. Suppose the current state-space model is
given by,
xt = f(xt−1,ut−1, θ) + wt−1
yt = h(xt, θ) + vt, (2.7)
where f(·) and h(·) are non-linear in nature and wt, vt are Gaussian with covariance
matrices Q and R, respectively. θ is the set of model parameters. Also suppose x0, wt
and vt are independent. Due to the inherent non-linearity of the system of equations,
the distribution of the different variables no longer Gaussian in nature. EKF tries to
approximate the optimality of KF through linearization. Here the state forecast step is
given by
xft = f(x
a
t−1,ut−1, θ), (2.8)
Pft = AtP
a
tA
′
t + Q, (2.9)
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and the state updates step is given by
xat = x
f
t + Kt(yt − h(xft )), (2.10)
Kt = P
f
t C
′
t(CtP
f
t C
′
t + R)
−1, (2.11)
Pat = (I−Kt)CtPft ,
where the Jacobians At and Ct are defined as At =
∂f(x)
∂x
|x=xat−1 and Ct = ∂h(x)∂x |x=xat−1 .
See Jazwinski (1970), Gelb (1974) for more details.
Like the Kalman Filter, Extended Kalman Filter is also recursive in nature. But
unlike KF, EKF has a tendency to diverge outside few restrictive cases. This makes
the model states unestimable. Julier et al. (1995) proposed some variation of EKF that
maintains Normal distribution, even under non-linear transformation.
2.2.3 Ensemble Kalman Filter
Geir Evensen (1994) proposed Ensemble Kalman Filter as a solution to problems
arising from the non-linear state-space models. EnKF provides a Monte Carlo solution
to the problems arising from high dimensional non-linear state-space models. Compu-
tational affordability of the EnKF has lead to it’s popularity. Ensemble Kalman filter
applies Monte Carlo method through an ensemble of states to solve the Fokker-Planck
equation. These ensemble of model states are used to predict the error statistics. And
the covariance matrix is replaced by the sample covariance computed from the ensemble.
Let us start by defining an ensemble of size m forecasted states at time step t,
Xft = [x
f1
t . . .x
fm
t ] ∈ Rq∗m,
where xfit is the i
th forecasted state ensemble member at time t. Similarly, we denote the
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predicted ensemble observation at time t as
Yft = [y
f1
t . . .y
fm
t ] ∈ Rp∗m.
The ensemble means are defined as
x¯ft =
1
m
m∑
i=1
xfit ∈ Rq and y¯ft =
1
m
m∑
i=1
yfit ∈ Rp.
We can then define the state error matrix at time t as,
Efxt = [x
f1
t − x¯ft . . .xfmt − x¯ft ] ∈ Rq∗m,
and the corresponding measurement error matrix as
Efyt = [y
f1
t − y¯ft . . .yfmt − y¯ft ] ∈ Rp∗m.
Unlike the Kalman Filter, where we can calculate the exact error covariance matrices,
in EnKF we estimate the true covariance matrices by the sample covariance matrices,
defined as
Pˆfxxt =
1
m− 1E
f
xtE
f ′
xt ,
Pˆfyyt =
1
m− 1E
f
ytE
f ′
yt ,
Pˆfyxt =
1
m− 1E
f
ytE
f ′
xt .
Next we obtain the analyzed or a posteriori ensemble state estimate xfit as
xait = x
fi
t + Kˆt(yt + v
fi
t − h(xfit , θ)), vfit ∼ N(0,R), (2.12)
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where the sample Kalman gain matrix, Kˆt, is given by
Kˆt = Pˆ
f
yxt(Pˆ
f
yyt)
−1.
The final step, forecast step, involves defining an ensemble of m forecasted states for time
(t+ 1) as,
xfit+1 = f(x
fi
t ,ut, θ) + w
fi
t , w
fi
t ∼ N(0,Q). (2.13)
The sample error covariance matrix computed from wfit and v
fi
t converges to Q and R
respectively as m → ∞. To sum up the steps so far, the Ensemble Kalman filter works
as follows:
• Forecast
xfit = f(x
ai
t−1,ut−1, θ) + w
i
t−1,
yfit = h(x
fi
t , θ) + v
i
t,
Efxt = [x
f1
t − x¯ft . . .xfmt − x¯ft ],
Efyt = [y
f1
t − y¯ft . . .yfmt − y¯ft ],
Pˆfxxt =
1
m− 1E
f
xtE
f ′
xt , Pˆ
f
yyt =
1
m− 1E
f
ytE
f ′
yt , Pˆ
f
yxt =
1
m− 1E
f
ytE
f ′
xt .
• State Update
Kˆt = Pˆ
f
xyt(Pˆ
f
yyt)
−1,
xait = x
fi
t + Kˆt(yt + v
i
t − h(xfit , θ)).
EnKF is much less computationally expensive than EKF, although the computational
cost in the forecast step increases with m. Also, EnKF fails solve the update equation in
case of non-Gaussian distribution functions. To summarize, Ensemble Kalman Filter pro-
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vided a computationally efficient online state estimation technique in case of a non-linear
Gaussian state space model. Another big limitation of EnKF is it introduces spurious
correlation, through ensembles, which leads to shrinkage in the ensemble variance, which
in turn leads to filter divergence. Using covariance inflation(see Anderson and Anderson
(1999), Anderson (2007)) and localization(Hamill et al. (2001),Houtekamer and Mitchell
(2001)) one can avoid filter divergence.
2.2.4 Parameter Estimation
Various Kalman Filter methods discussed so far are based on known model param-
eter. Problem arises when the model parameters are unknown. Main focus of Parame-
ter estimation in dynamic model is to jointly estimate model parameters together with
unobserved states. In Dee (1995) and Dee and da Silva (1999) introduced Maximum
Likelihood based sequential and oﬄine parameter estimation method. Later Mitchell
and Houtekamer (2000) extended their maximum likelihood based technique to esti-
mate variance parameters under EnKF set-up. Anderson (2001) estimated unknown
model parameters by augmenting them with the state variables. Evensen (2009a) as-
sumed Gaussian distribution for the model parameters and used augmentation method
to estimate model parameters. In their paper, DelSole and Yang (2010) shown that
the augmentation approach fails to give good estimates of variance covariance parame-
ters(stochastic parameters). Stroud and Bengtsson (2007) introduced a fully Bayesian
parameter estimation method. Although their method can estimate variance parameters
under Gaussian error, their method becomes computationally expensive in case of model
parameters for which no closed form posterior distribution exist.
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2.3 Stochastic Approximation
Stochastic approximation(SA) was introduced by Robbins and Monro (1951). Con-
sider the following problem of finding an unique root θ to the regression problem
yn = M(xn) + n, n = 1, 2, . . . , (2.14)
where n is the unobserved random error. Here xn is used as sequential approximation
to θ. In case of a deterministic problem, i.e. n ≡ 0, Newton’s method would imply
xn+1 = xn − ynM ′(xn) , under the assumption M ′(θ) 6= 0. Extending that to (2.14), we get
xn+1 = xn − M(xn) + n
M ′(xn)
= xn − M(xn)
M ′(xn)
− n
M ′(xn)
.
Looking at the above equation, it is clear that for xn to converge to θ, we need to have
n → 0, which in case of most of the random errors is not a valid assumption. To solve
this problem, Robbins and Monro (1951) suggested to following sequential solution
xn+1 = xn − γnyn, (2.15)
where {γn}n > 0 satisfy
∑∞
n=0 γn = ∞,
∑∞
n=0 γ
2
n < ∞, under the assumption that for
xn > θ, M(xn) > 0 and xn < θ, M(xn) < 0.
∑∞
n=0 γ
2
n < ∞ ensures that (xn − θ)
converges almost surely and the condition
∑∞
n=0 γn = ∞ ensures xn − θ converges to
zero.
Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1952) extended the Robbins and Monro (1951) algorithm to
recursively provide the minimum (or maximum) of an unimodal function. They proposed
xn+1 = xn − γn∆(xn), (2.16)
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as a successive solution to the the problem dM
dx
= 0. The ideas of stochastic approximation
was later extended and developed in various areas of optimization and stochastic system.
Based of stochastic approximation, many recursive algorithms were later developed. For
a detailed discussion on the convergence and the asymptotic properties of stochastic
approximation, as well as later developments in this area, see Lai (2003).
2.4 Estimating Parameter Using Stochastic Approximation in Ensemble Kalman Filter
In our research we have introduced a parameter estimation technique based on Stochas-
tic Approximation. Consider the dynamic model given by
xt = f(xt−1,ut−1, α) + wt−1, wt−1 ∼ N(0,Q(ηx))
yt = H(β)xt + vt, vt ∼ N(0,R(ηy)), (2.17)
where θ = (α, β, ηx, ηy) is the set of unknown parameters to be estimated. Here both ηx
and ηy are time invariant parameter vectors. The nonlinear propagator f(·) contains the
time-invariant model parameter vector α, and the linear propagator H(·) contains the
time-invariant model parameter vector β. The propagator H(·) relates the state variables
to the measured variables and yields the expected value of the prediction given the model
states and parameters.
From (2.17), the conditional distribution of yt , given the state xt−1, follows a multi-
variate normal distribution Np(H(β)f(xt−1,ut−1, α),H(β)Q(ηx)H′(β) + R(ηy)) with the
density function
p(yt|xt−1, θ) = (2pi)−
p
2 |Σ(θ)|− 12 exp[−1
2
(yt − µ(θ))′Σ(θ)−1(yt − µ(θ))],
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where µ(θ) = H(β)f(xt−1,ut−1, α) and Σ(θ) = H(β)Q(ηx)H′(β) + R(ηy). Define,
φ(yt,xt−1, θ) =
∂ log p(yt|xt−1, θ)
∂θ
and Φ(yt,X
a
t−1, θ) =
1
m
m∑
i=1
φ(yt,x
ai
t−1, θ),
where Xat = [x
a1
t−1, · · · ,xamt−1].
Fix an arbitrary initial value θ0, and denote by θt = (αt, βt, ηx,t, ηy,t) the estimate at
iteration t which serves at the tth approximation to θ. Let γt be a positive and non-
increasing sequence satisfying the conditions
∞∑
t=0
γt =∞, and
∞∑
t=0
γ2t <∞.
Then our method can be summarized as follows.
Algorithm 1(Adaptive EnKF with Parameter Estimation)
1. Forecast Step Set
xfit = f(x
ai
t−1,ut−1, αt−1) + w
i
t,
yfit = H(βt−1)x
fi
t + v
i
t,
where wit ∼ N(0,Q(ηx,t)) and vit ∼ N(0,R(ηy,t)). Calculate Pˆfxxt .
2. State Update
Kˆt = Pˆ
f
xxtH(βt−1)[H(βt−1)Pˆ
f
xxtH
′(βt−1) + R(ηy,t)]−1
xait = x
fi
t + Kˆt(yt − yfit ).
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3. Parameter Update
θt = θt−1 + γtΦ(yt,Xat−1, θt),
We can also consider a projected version of this algorithm, replacing Parameter Up-
date step by
θt = piΘ¯(θt−1 + γtΦ(yt,X
a
t−1, θ)),
where Θ¯ is a bounded set of the form Θ¯ = {x : qi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , s}, qi(·)’s are
continuously differentiable, Θ¯ is the closure of its interior, and piΘ¯(z) denotes any closet
point in Θ¯ to z. The projection step ensures that {θt} can be included in a bounded set.
2.4.1 Large Sample Asymptotic for the Ensemble Kalman filter
In this section, we study the large sample asymptotic for the EnKF algorithm with
a fixed value of θ. In this case, the EnKF algorithm can be described as follows, where,
for simplicity, the parameters are depressed.
Algorithm 2(EnKF with fixed parameters)
1. Forecast Step Set
xfit = f(x
ai
t−1,ut−1) + w
i
t,
yfit = Hx
fi
t + v
i
t,
where wit ∼ N(0,Q) and vit ∼ N(0,R). Calculate Pˆfxxt .
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2. State Update
Kˆt = Pˆ
f
xxtH[HPˆ
f
xxtH
′ + R]−1
xait = x
fi
t + Kˆt(yt − yfit ).
To study the asymptotic behavior of the empirical probability distributions
µm,fk =
1
m
m∑
i=1
δ
x
fi
k
and µm,ak =
1
m
m∑
i=1
δxaik ,
of the forecast elements and analysis elements, we follow Le Gland et al. (2009) to consider
the decoupled EnKF algorithm:
Algorithm 3(Decoupled EnKF)
1. Forecast Step Set
x¯fit = f(x¯
ai
t−1,ut−1) + w
i
t,
y¯fit = Hx¯
fi
t + v
i
t,
where wit ∼ N(0,Q) and vit ∼ N(0,R).
2. State Update
x¯ait = x¯
fi
t + K¯t(yt − y¯fit ),
where
K¯t = P¯
f
xxtH[HP¯
f
xxtH
′ + R]−1,
with P¯fxxt = E(x¯
fi
t − E(x¯fit ))(x¯fit − E(x¯fit ))′.
Note that for this decoupled algorithm, the resulting elements in the ensembles x¯at and
x¯ft are iid, respectively.
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Let µ¯ft (dx) and µ¯
a
t (dx) be the probability distributions of x¯
fi
t and x¯
ai
t respectively.
Let
µ−t (dx) = P (xt ∈ dx|y1:t−1) and µt(dx) = P (xt ∈ dx|y1:t), (2.18)
where y1:t = (t1, . . . , ym), be the Bayesian prediction distribution and the Bayesian fil-
ter distribution, respectively. Regarding the relationship between these distributions,
Le Gland et al. (2009) established the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4.1. (Le Gland et al. (2009); Lemma 2.1, p.6)
(i) For linear systems with additive Gaussian white noises and with Gaussian initial
condition, µ¯ft and µ¯
a
t coincide with the Gaussian distribution associated with the
Bayesian predictor µ−t and the Bayesian filter µt, respectively.
(ii) For nonlinear systems with additive Gaussian white noises and with non-necessarily
Gaussian initial condition, µ¯ft and µ¯
a
t differ from the Bayesian predictor µ
−
t and the
Bayesian filter µt, respectively.
Definition 2.4.1. (Lip(C,κ) function) A function r(x) is said to be a Lip(C,κ) function
if there exists a constant C > 0 and a constant κ > 0 such that
|r(x)− r(x′)| ≤ C|x− x′|(1 + |x|κ + |x′|κ), (2.19)
for any x, x′ ∈ Rdx; that is, r(x) is a locally Lipschitz continuous function with at most
polynomial growth at infinity.
Lemma 2.4.2. (Le Gland et al. (2009); Lemma 5.1, p.10) Consider a stationary dynamic
system as described in (2.17), where the drift function f(·) is a Lip(L’,κ’) function for
some constants L′ > 0 and κ > 0. Let ψ(x) be a Lip(L,κ) function for some constants L
> 0 and kappa > 0. If the initial ensemble Xf0 has finite moments of any order, then for
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any value of θ and any value of t > 0,
1
m
m∑
i=1
ψ(xfit ) →
∫
ψ(x)µ¯ft (dx) a.s.,
1
m
m∑
i=1
ψ(xait ) →
∫
ψ(x)µ¯at (dx) a.s.,
as m→∞
2.4.2 Stochastic Approximation
We consider stochastic approximations of the form
θt = θt−1 + γtB(θt−1, ξt), (2.20)
where the evolution of ξt can depend on θt in the sense that, in general,
P (ξt ∈ A|ξi, i ≤ t− 1) 6= P (ξt ∈ A|θi, ξi, i ≤ t− 1).
We also treat the following projected version of (2.20). Let Θ¯ = {x : qi(x) ≤ 0, i =
1, . . . , s}, qi(·)’s are continuously differentiable, Θ¯ is the closure of its interior. Let piΘ¯(y)
denotes any closet point in Θ¯ to y. Then the projected algorithm is
θt = piΘ¯(θt−1 + γtB(θt−1, ξt)). (2.21)
Several ordinary differential equations (ODE) methods for proving convergence of θt have
been developed in the literature. The aim of these methods is to get an ODE, which can
be written for 2.20 as
θ˙ =
∫
B(θ, ξ)Pθ(dξ), (2.22)
where Pθ(·) is the stationary distribution of the sequence ξt, when θt ≡ θ.
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Below we consider a case where ξj is not state-dependent and satisfies a type of
φ-mixing condition. ξj is not state-dependent; i.e., for all j
P (dξj|ξu−1, θu−1, u ≤ j) = P (dξj|ξu−1, u ≤ j).
Define a Markov process ξn, n ≥ 0 on S via the transition function P (ξ, l, ·), where
P (ξ, l, B) =
∫
P (ξ, l − k, dξ′)P (ξ′, k, B) is defined recursively, starting with the given
P (ξ, 1, dξ′).
The convergence of the SA algorithm can be analyzed under the following conditions:
Assumption 2.4.1. θt ∈ Θ, a compact subset of Rdθ ; and ξt ∈ S, a compact subset of
Rdξ .
Assumption 2.4.2. B(·, ·) is bounded.
Assumption 2.4.3. For the Markov process with transition function P (ξ, j, ·), there is
a unique invariant measure P (·).
Assumption 2.4.4. The transition P (ξ, 1, ·) is weakly continuous in ξ and such that for
each bounded and continuous function g(·), with G(ξ) = ∫ P (ξ, i, dξ)g(ξ),
lim
j−t→∞,t→∞
=
[∫
P (dξi|ξj−1; ξu−1, u ≤ t)g(ξj)−G(ξj−1)
]
= 0, a.s.
Assumption 2.4.5. Define F (θ, ξ) = intB(θ, ξ′)P (ξ, 1, dξ′). Then F (·, ·) is continuous
and
lim
j−t→∞,t→∞
=
[∫
P (dξi|ξj−1; ξu−1, u ≤ t)B(θj−1, ξj)− F (θj−1, ξj−1)
]
= 0, a.s.
Assumption 2.4.6.
∑
t |γt − γt| ≤ ∞, γt > 0, γt → 0,
∑
t γt =∞.
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Lemma 2.4.3. (Kushner and Shwartz (1984), p.22) Assume (2.4.1)-(2.4.6) hold. Then
θt(·) is tight and the limit θ(·) of any weakly convergent subsequence satisfies
θ˙ =
∫
B(θ, ξ)P (dξ), a.s., (2.23)
where θ(0) ∈ Θ, and the right-hand side is continuous in θ.
If (2.21) is used in lieu of (2.20) and θt is in some Euclidean space, then θt(·) is tight
and the limit θt(·) of any weakly convergent subsequence satisfies the projected equation
θ˙ = p¯i(
∫
B(θ, ξ)P (dξ)), a.s., (2.24)
where p¯i(h()˙) denotes the projection of the vector field h(·) onto Θ¯.
Lemma 2.4.4. Kushner and Shwartz (1984), p.23) Let (2.20) be replaced by the following
equation:
θt = θt−1 + γtB(ωt), (2.25)
ω denotes a vector of random variables. Suppose that there is a continuous F (·) such
that
E[B(ωj+1|θj, ξj; θu, ξu, u ≤ t)]− F (θj, ξj)→ 0, in probability, (2.26)
as j − t→∞ and t→∞. Then Lemma (2.4.3) continues to hold.
2.4.3 Convergence of the proposed ensemble Kalman filter
Let y1:t = (y1, . . . ,yt) denote the observation vector up to time t, and let x1:t−1 =
(x0,x1, . . . ,xt−1) denote the state vector up to time t−1. Naturally, x1:t−1 can be treated
as missing values of the system, and the complete data likelihood function is given by
p(y1:t,x1:t−1|θ) =
t∏
i=1
p(yi|xi−1, θ)p(xt−1), (2.27)
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where p(x1:t−1) denotes the joint density function of x1:t−1. Under regularity conditions,
the MLE of θ can be found by solving the system of equations:
Ex|θ
[
∂
∂θ
log p(y1:t,x1:t−1|θ)
]
= Ex|θ
[
t−1∑
i=1
∂
∂θ
log p(yi+1|xi|θ)
]
=
∂
∂θ
log p(y1:t|θ) = 0, (2.28)
where Ex|θ[·] denotes the expectation with respect to the density p(x1:t−1|θ). If we further
assume that the dynamic system (2.17) is stationary, then (2.28) can be simplified as
h(θ)Ex,y|θ
[
∂
∂θ
log p(yt|xt−1, θ)
]
= 0, (2.29)
where Ex,y|θ[·] denotes the expectation with respect to the joint density p(xt−1, yt|θ).
On the convergence of the proposed EnKF algorithm with parameter estimation,
we establish the following two theorems. Theorem 2.4.1 concerns the convergence of the
proposed EnKF algorithm for the linear system, i.e., f(xt, α) = F (α)xt for some function
F (α).
Theorem 2.4.1. For a linear system with additive Gaussian white noises and Gaussian
initial condition, if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) the system is stationary, the observation sequence yt satisfies the conditions (2.4.3)-
(2.4.5), and yt can be included in a compact set,
(ii) the gain factor sequence γt satisfies the condition (2.4.6),
(iii) the function φ(y,x, θ) is a continuous function of (y,x, θ) and also a Lip(C,κ)
function of x for some constants C and κ,
(iv) the initial ensemble Xf0 has finite moments of any order;
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then θt → θ0 as t → ∞ and the emsemble size m → 1, where θ0 denotes a solution to
(2.29).
Proof. For the EnKF algorithm, it follows from (12) that yt corresponds to ξt in the
stochastic approximation algorithm (2.20). Since yt can be included in a compact set, S
is compact. Further, by restricting Θ to be a compact set, this verifies condition (2.4.1).
Since φ(y,x, θ) is a continuous function of (y,x, θ), Exφ(y,x, θ) is continuous in both
y and θ and thus bounded on S × Θ, where Ex denotes the expectation with respect
to the Bayesian filter distribution µ, i.e., p(xt|θ,y1:k) for the ensemble xat . This verifies
condition (2.4.2). The conditions (2.4.3)-(2.4.6) are satisfied by the assumptions of this
theorem. This theorem can then be concluded following from (2.24), where ω denotes
the ensemble produced by the EnKF algorithm. Note that since the system is linear, by
Lemma (2.4.1) and Lemma (2.4.2), (2.26) holds as m→∞.
Theorem 2.4.2 concerns the convergence of the proposed EnKF algorithm for the
nonlinear system, where f(xt, α) is a nonlinear function of xt.
Theorem 2.4.2. For a nonlinear system with additive Gaussian white noises and Gaus-
sian initial condition, if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) the system is stationary, the observation sequence yt satisfies the conditions (2.4.3)-
(2.4.5), and yt can be included in a compact set,
(ii) the gain factor sequence γt satisfies the condition (2.4.6),
(iii) the function φ(y,x, θ) is a continuous function of (y,x, θ) and also a Lip(C,κ)
function of x for some constants C and κ.
(iv) the initial ensemble Xf0 has finite moments of any order,
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(v) h¯(θt) = h(θt) for all k ≥ 0, where h¯(θt) =
∫
φ(yt,x
a
t−1, θt)µ¯
a
t (dx
a
t−1) is the mean of
φ(·) with respect to the decoupled EnKF distribution µ¯at , and h(θt) =
∫
φ(yt,x
a
t−1, θt)
µt(dx
a
t−1) is the mean of φ(·) with respect to the Bayesian filter distribution µt,
then θt → θ0 as t → ∞ and the emsemble size m → 1, where θ0 denotes a solution to
(2.29).
Proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.4.1 directly. If condition (v) is satisfied,
then it follows from Lemma (2.4.1) and Lemma (2.4.2) that (2.26) can still hold.
2.5 Simulation Study
In this section I used multiple simulation studies to evaluate the performance of
our proposed method. We have compared our performance to that of augmentation
based parameter estimation technique. In the following studies, we have showed that
our method can successfully estimate various model parameters. The simulation study
is divided into two sub sections. In the first section, we have considered linear spatio-
temporal models. In the second sub-section, we looked at 40-variable non-linear system
of Lorenz (1996).
2.5.1 Spatio-temporal Models
In this section, I have done simulation study based on spatio-temporal models. I
started with basic auto regressive model. Gradually, I progressed to more complex spatio-
temporal models, and assessed performance of our technique. In most of the simulation
exercise the sequence {γt} is of the form
γt = d0
(
n0
max(n0, t)
)ν
, (2.30)
where, unless otherwise mentioned, we take d0 = 0.01, ν = 1 and n0 = 500.
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Figure 2.2: The figure shows estimated value of α and β2 from : (a)-(b) Stochastic
Approximation approach; (c)-(d) Augmentation approach. In each of the four cases the
horizontal line represents the true value of the corresponding parameter. We have used
a time-series of length 5000.
2.5.1.1 Auto Regressive Model of Order 1
Let us consider an AR(1) model
xt = αxt−1 + βwt, (2.31)
where wt is Gaussian white noise with zero mean and unit variance. For our model, we
take α = 0.6 and β = 1. The observations, yt, are defined as the true state plus a random
error, vt, where vt ∼ N(0, 0.01). Corresponding log-likelihood function is given by
log(p(yt|xt−1, θ)) ∝ −1
2
log(0.01 + β2)− (yt − αxt−1)
2
2(0.01 + β2)
.
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The respective elements of φ(yt, xt−1, θ) are given by
φ(yt, xt−1, α) =
(yt − αxt−1)xt−1
(0.01 + β2)
,
φ(yt, xt−1, β) = − β
(0.01 + β2)
+
β(yt − αxt−1)2
(0.01 + β2)2
.
State RMSE α β2
SA 0.1002(0.00002) 0.6080(0.0003) 1.0045(0.0005)
Augmentation 0.1236(0.00186) 0.6311(0.1062) 1.2225(0.9670)
Table 2.1: Results from joint State and Parameter estimation of an AR(1) model. True
value of α is 0.6 and that of β2 is 1.0. Results are based on average of 10 independent
simulations. The numbers in the parentheses denote the standard error of the estimates
(same convention is followed for other tables as well).
We jointly estimate the deterministic parameter α and the stochastic parameter β
based on 5000 observations. Initial value of α is randomly drawn from N(0.1,0.05) and
that of β is drawn from N(1.5,1). After some initial run, we decided to use an ensemble
of size 25. For a typical run, figure (2.2)(a)-(b) show the estimation result of the model
parameters using stochastic approximation based approach. Figure (2.2)(c)-(d) show the
same results from augmentation based approach. Figure(2.3) shows the state estimation
result. The original series in thinned to highlight the performance difference. Every
100 time points is considered. Using trajectory averaging, the mean estimate of α is
0.6076 and that of β is 1.0054. These results are based on last 1000 iteration. For
the augmentation based approach, mean of α is 0.5798 and that of β is 0.6476. Table
(2.1) gives the numerical comparison with the augmentation based approach based on 10
independent simulations. Results clearly show that the stochastic approximation based
technique performs better both in terms of parameter estimation and State estimation
than the augmentation based approach.
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Figure 2.3: Time series plot of True states(in red), states estimated using SA(in black)
and states estimated using Augmentation(in green) based approach. Circled areas
demonstrate the gain in state estimation from the SA based approach.
2.5.1.2 Multivariate Auto Regressive Model with Spatial Error
Figure 2.4: The figure shows the estimated value of α and ρ
β2
using SA based approach.
The horizontal line represents the true value of the corresponding parameter. We have
used a time-series of length 10000.
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Next we considered the following multi-variate auto regressive model
xt = αxt−1 + βwt, (2.32)
where xt ∈ Rp is the p-dimensional state variable, wt = (wt(s1), . . . , wt(sp)) is a zero
mean Gaussian spatial process with exponential covariance Rρ = exp(−Dρ ), where D =
{||si − sj||} is the distance matrix. Observation yt is generated by adding a gaussian
random error vt ∼ N(0, 0.01 ∗ Ip) to the underlying state xt. For our simulation, model
is generated using α = 0.6, β = 1 and ρ = 25. The log-likelihood function can be written
as
log(p(yt|xt−1, θ)) ∝ −p
2
log |Σ| − 1
2
(yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1(yt − αxt−1), (2.33)
where Σ = 0.01× Ip + β2Rρ. Differentiating (2.33) with respect to θ, we get
φ(yt,xt−1, α) = (yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1xt−1,
φ(yt,xt−1, β) = −β[trace(Σ−1Rρ)− (yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1RρΣ−1(yt − αxt−1)],
φ(yt,xt−1, ρ) = −
(
β2
2ρ2
)
[trace(Σ−1(D ·Rρ))
−(yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1(D ·Rρ)Σ−1(yt − αxt−1)],
where A ·B denote the element wise matrix multiplication.
Using the package geoR (Jr and Diggle (2001)), we simulated a data set of size T
= 10,000 with p = 100 sampling sites uniformly distributed in a bounded region of
[0, 100]× [0, 100]. Multiple initial runs indicated that an ensemble of size 125 is sufficient
to successfully estimate model states and the parameter vector. Initial values of α, β and
ρ are drawn from N(0.2,0.05), N(1,1.5) and N(25,3)respectively. In case of ρ, we used
d0 = 1 to calculate γt.
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Figure 2.5: The figure shows the estimated value of α and ρ
β2
from Augmentation based
approach. The horizontal line represents the true value of the corresponding parameter.
We have used a time-series of length 10000.
Numerical results, based based on the trajectory mean of last 2000 iterations, averaged
over 10 independent runs, are presented in table (2.2). Figure (2.4) shows the SA based
estimation result from a typical run. Similar result from a augmentation based approach
can be found in figure (2.5). Clearly augmentation based approach fails to estimate the
model parameters. In case of exponential correlation function, Stein (2004),Stein (1999)
show that model (2.32) suffers from identifiability problem. For ρ1
β21
= ρ2
β22
, probability
measures can be identical for wt(s), s ∈ A, for any bounded A ∈ Rp. Hence in table
(2.2), we reported ratio of β2 and ρ. Figure (2.6) shows the mean square error in state
estimation over time. For state estimation, SA based approach produces much stable
results than the augmentation based approach.
2.5.1.3 Random Coefficient Autoregressive Model with Spatial Error
Next we add a random coefficient to the auto regressive part in equation (2.32).
Random coefficient autoregressive(RCA) model was introduced in Nicholls and Quinn
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State RMSE α β2 Ratio
SA 0.1316(0.0055) 0.5969(0.0003) 1.4045(0.2876) 24.1581(0.3227)
Augmentation 0.1397(0.0062) 0.6008(0.1089) 5.3213(1.3752) 8.2775(1.8472)
Table 2.2: Numerical results from Multivariate Auto-regressive model with spatial error.
True value of α, β2 and Ratio( ρ
β2
) are 0.6, 1 and 25 respectively. Results are based on
average of 10 independent simulations.
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Figure 2.6: Time series plots of Mean Square Error from state estimation: Red line is the
State MSE from SA based approach and the Blue line is the same from Augmentation
based approach. MSE from all 10 runs are plotted.
(1982). Later Aue et al. (2006), Aue and Horva´th (2011) looked at various properties of
the RCA model. Consider the the following model
xt = (α + bt)xt−1 + βwt, (2.34)
where xt ∈ Rp is the p-dimensional state variable, bt ∼ N(0, σ2) is the random co-
efficient, wt = (wt(s1), . . . , wt(sp)) is a zero mean Gaussian spatial process with ex-
ponential covariance Rρ = exp(−Dρ ), where D = {||si − sj||} is the distance matrix.
{(bt,wt) : t ∈ Z} are independently distributed. Under some suitable condition, xt is
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Figure 2.7: Estimated values of α, σ2 and ρ
β2
using SA based approach. The horizontal
line represents the true value of the corresponding parameter. We have used a time-series
of length 10000.
stationary iff (α2 + σ2 < 1). We can re-write equation (2.34) as
xt = αxt−1 + et, (2.35)
where et|xt−1 ∼ N(0, σ2(xt−1x′t−1) + β2Rρ). Observation yt is generated by adding a
gaussian random error vt ∼ N(0, 0.01 ∗ Ip) to the underlying state xt. The log-likelihood
function is given by
log(p(yt|xt−1, θ)) ∝ −p
2
log |Σ| − 1
2
(yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1(yt − αxt−1), (2.36)
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where Σ = 0.01× Ip +σ2(xt−1x′t−1) +β2Rρ = 0.01× Ip +σ2Ut−1 +β2Rρ. Corresponding
φ(yt,xt−1, θ) is given by
φ(yt,xt−1, α) = (yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1xt−1,
φ(yt,xt−1, σ) = −σ[trace(Σ−1Ut−1)− (yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1Ut−1Σ−1(yt − αxt−1)],
φ(yt,xt−1, β) = −β[trace(Σ−1Rρ)− (yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1RρΣ−1(yt − αxt−1)],
φ(yt,xt−1, ρ) = −
(
β2
2ρ2
)
[trace(Σ−1(D ·Rρ))
−(yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1(D ·Rρ)Σ−1(yt − αxt−1)].
For our simulation, model is generated using α = 0.6, σ2 = 0.1, β2 = 1 and ρ = 25.
As before I used geoR to simulate a data set for 10,000 time points with p = 100
sampling sites uniformly distributed in a bounded region of [0, 100] × [0, 100]. Initial
values of α, σ, β and ρ are generated using N(0.2,0.05), N(0.2,0.1), N(1,1.5) and N(25,3).
In (2.30), we take ν = 0.7. Also, for α, ρ and σ, we use d0 as 0.05, 1 and 0.001
respectively. After several initial runs we decided to use an ensemble of size 125. Due
to the identifiability problem mentioned before, we looked at the ratio ρ/β2 rather than
individual estimates. Table (2.3) shows the result, based on the trajectory average of last
2000 iterations, averaged over 10 independent runs. Figure (2.7) and (2.8) show the SA
and augmentation based result from a typical run. Clearly augmentation based approach
fails to estimate the stochastic parameters. MSE over time, for all 10 independent runs,
are plotted in Figure (2.9). We notice that augmentation based approach fail to estimate
unobserved state for the initial data, although they perform as well for the long run. In
SA based approach, MSE is stable throughout the series.
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Figure 2.8: Parameter estimation for the Random Coefficient Auto Regressive Model
with Spatial Error using augmentation based approach. The horizontal line represents
the true value of the corresponding parameter. We have used a time-series of length
10000.
State RMSE α σ2 Ratio
SA 0.1315(0.0055) 0.6102(0.0008) 0.09997(0.0002) 23.5414(0.6902)
Augmentation 0.1231(0.0055) 0.5882(0.0475) 3.2467(2.3352) 15.0779(13.2125)
Table 2.3: True value of α, σ2 and Ratio( ρ
β2
) are 0.6, 0.1 and 25 respectively. Results are
based on average of 10 independent simulations.
2.5.1.4 Spatial Random Coefficient Autoregressive Model with Spatial Error
Finally we considered a spatial random Coefficient model with spatial error given by
xt(s) = (α + bt(s))xt−1 + βwt(s), (2.37)
where xt = [xt(s1), . . . , xt(sp)] is the p-dimensional state vector, bt = [bt(s1), . . . , bt(sp)]
∼ N(0, σ2Rδ) is the spatial random coefficient and wt is the Gaussian error as described
in equation (2.34). Here Rδ = exp(−Dδ ) is the exponential covariance function where D
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Figure 2.9: Time series plot of Mean Square Error from state estimation for all 10
independent runs: Red line is the State MSE from SA based approach and the Blue line
is the same from Augmentation based approach.
Figure 2.10: Estimated values of α, δ
σ2
and ρ
β2
using Stochastic Approximation. The
horizontal line represents the true value of the corresponding parameter. We have used
a time-series of length 10000.
is the distance matrix. Model assumptions are same as before. As before, we can re-write
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(2.37) as
xt = αxt−1 + ut, (2.38)
where ut|xt−1 ∼ N(0, σ2Xt−1RρXt−1+β2Rρ), Xt−1 = diag(xt(s1), . . . , xt(sp)). By adding
a gaussian random error vt ∼ N(0, 0.01 ∗ Ip) to the state xt, observation yt is generated.
The log-likelihood function for (2.38)
log(p(yt|xt−1, θ)) ∝ −p
2
log |Σ| − 1
2
(yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1(yt − αxt−1), (2.39)
where Σ = 0.01× Ip + σ2Xt−1RδXt−1 + β2Rρ.
We get φ(yt,xt−1, θ) by differentiating (2.38) w.r.t θ as,
φ(yt,xt−1, α) = (yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1xt−1,
φ(yt,xt−1, σ) = −σ[trace(Σ−1Xt−1RδXt−1)
= −(yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1(Xt−1RδXt−1)Σ−1(yt − αxt−1)],
φ(yt,xt−1, δ) = −
(
σ2
2δ2
)
[trace(Σ−1Xt−1(D ·Rδ)Xt−1)
−(yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1Xt−1(D ·Rδ)Xt−1Σ−1(yt − αxt−1)]
φ(yt,xt−1, β) = −β[trace(Σ−1Rρ)− (yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1RρΣ−1(yt − αxt−1)],
φ(yt,xt−1, ρ) = −
(
β2
2ρ2
)
[trace(Σ−1(D ·Rρ))
−(yt − αxt−1)′Σ−1(D ·Rρ)Σ−1(yt − αxt−1)].
Parameters used for simulation purpose are α = 0.6, σ2 = 0.1, δ = 25, β2 = 1 and ρ = 25.
We have simulated a data set for 10,000 time points with p = 50 sampling sites uni-
formly distributed in a bounded region of [0, 100]×[0, 100]. Initial values of α, σ, δ, β and ρ
are generated using N(0.2,0.05), N(0.2,0.1), N(25,3), N(1,1.5) and N(25,3). In (2.30), for
α, σ, δ and ρ, we use d0 as 0.05, 0.002, 5 and 1 respectively. After several initial runs
we decided to use an ensemble of size 100. Due to the identifiability problem mentioned
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Figure 2.11: Estimated values of α, δ
σ2
and ρ
β2
using Augmentation based approach. The
horizontal line represents the true value of the corresponding parameter.
before, we looked at the ratios δ/σ2 and ρ/β2 rather than individual estimates. Tra-
jectory averaging based numerical results, based on the of last 2000 iterations, averaged
over 10 independent runs, are shown in table (2.4). Figure (2.10) and (2.11) show the SA
and augmentation based result from a typical run. As models become more complicated,
augmentation based approach fail to estimate model parameters. Figure (2.12) shows
the MSE over time for both approaches. MSE from all 10 independent runs are plotted
here. The same criticisms as before are valid in this case as well.
State RMSE α δ
σ2
ρ
β2
SA 0.1042(0.0034) 0.5758(0.0002) 254.8377(2.6589) 23.7038(0.0241)
Augmentation 0.1044(0.0034) 0.6195(0.0617) 133.3108(50.4696) 5.6881(1.0574)
Table 2.4: True value of α, δ
σ2
and ρ
β2
are 0.6, 250 and 25 respectively. Results are based
on average of 10 independent simulations.
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Figure 2.12: Time series plot of Mean Square Error from state estimation: Red line is the
State MSE from SA based approach and the Blue line is the same from Augmentation
based approach.
2.5.2 Lorenz-96 Model
The model used here is an extended version of Lorenz-96 model, introduced by Lorenz
and Emanuel (1998). This extended version of the model is similar to the model described
in Yang and Delsole (2009). The model here is given by
dxi
dt
= (xi+1 − xi−2)xi−1 − xi
1 + di
+ f0 + fi, (2.40)
where i = 1, 2, . . . , 40, f0 is 8.0, fi’s and di’s are randomly chosen from N(0, 1) and
N(0.25, 0.2) respectively. We reject observed di’s if the value is less than or equal to
-1. Differential equation in (2.40) is solved using fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical
method. Time interval used for integrating the model forward is 0.05. We get the
observed data by adding standard Gaussian random noise to the true states. Here data
is observed at half of the randomly selected grid points. The observation model is given
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by
yt = Hxt + t, (2.41)
where t ∼ N(0, Iq). Following Whitaker and Hamill (2002) and Yang and Delsole (2009)
we use Ensemble Square Root Filter for state estimation, and then apply our method for
parameter estimation. In all the different cases we kept ensemble size to 20 to compare
our results to Yang and Delsole (2009).
2.5.2.1 Estimating The Additive Parameter
Next we estimate the additive parameter f. The corresponding φ() is given by
φ(y,x, fi) = ∆t(y −Hx)′Hei, i = . . . , 40,
where ei is a column of zeros with 1 in the i
th element. The initial values are randomly
drawn from N(0, 0.1). We ran the system for 36,000 time points. The parameter estimates
and the RMSE’s are based on last 2,000 time steps. The average root mean square
error(RMSE), averaged over 10 independent simulations, for parameter estimation is
0.0653 and that for the state estimation is 0.3476. Figure 2.13 shows observed and
estimated f in one such simulation.
2.5.2.2 Estimating The Multiplicative Parameter
Next we estimate the multiplicative parameter d. Since di has to be greater than -1,
instead of d, we estimate zi = log(di + 1). In this case the φ() function is calculated as
φ(y,x, z) = ∆tH diag(x exp(−z) + ∆t
6
(K1 +K2 +K3) exp−z)′(y −Hx),
where K1, K2, K3 are terms from Runge-Kutta method. The initial values of d are ran-
domly selected from N(0, 0.01), rejecting intial values that are less than or equal to 1.
We ran the system for 36,000 time points. The parameter estimates and RMSE’s are
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Figure 2.13: Observed(in red) and Estimated(in blue) Additive Parameter f.
based on last 2,000 time points. We have estimated 40 hidden state variables and 40
multiplicative parameters based on 20 observations. RMSE, averaged over 10 indepen-
dent simulations, for the state estimation is 0.3606 and that for the d is 0.0593. Figure
2.14 shows the observed and estimated d for one MCMC simulation.
Figure 2.14: Observed(in red) and Estimated(in blue) Multiplicative Parameter d.
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2.5.2.3 Joint Estimation of Both the Additive Parameter and the Multiplicative
Parameter
In this section we simultaneously estimate both f and d. As before, the initial values of
f are randomly drawn from N(0, 0.1) and the initial values of d are randomly drawn from
N(0, 0.01). Again we reject intial values d that are less than or equal to 1. We ran the
experiment for 36,000 time points. The parameter estimates and calculated RMSE’s are
based on last 2,000 time steps. Here we have 20 observations, 40 hidden state variable,
40 additive parameters and 40 multiplicative parameters. The RMSE, averaged over 10
different simulation, for state estimation is 0.3682, for f is 0.1100 and that of d is 0.0685.
Figure (2.15) shows the obsrved and estimated f and d for one such simulation.
Figure 2.15: Observed(in red) and Estimated(in blue) (a)Additive Parameter f and
(b)Multiplicative Parameter d.
2.6 Estimating Parameter Using Stochastic Approximation in Ensemble Kalman
Filter - under Limited Data
Consider the dynamic model given in equation (2.17), and we want to solve the
problem of parameter estimation using Stochastic Approximation. But unlike before,
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Additive Multiplicative Joint
State RMSE 0.3476(0.0062) 0.3606(0.0085) 0.3682(0.0132)
f RMSE 0.0653(0.0137) - 0.1100(0.0173)
d RMSE - 0.0593(0.0074) 0.0685(0.0120)
State RMSE(*) 0.3751 0.3775 0.4197
Table 2.5: The Root Mean Square Error(RMSE) for different analysis. The RMSE
reported in rows 1-3 are avaraged over 10 independent simulations. Standard errors are
reported in the parenthasis. The result in row 4 is taken from Yang and Delsole (2009).
That result corresponds to the temporal smoothing parameter β = 0.8. In all the 3 cases,
our method produces better RMSE for the hidden state.
suppose we have limited data. In that case, we repeat the parameter estimation over the
same observed data set multiple number of times. The following algorithm summarizes
steps to solve the problem of parameter estimation under limited data.
Algorithm 2(Adaptive EnKF with Parameter Estimation for Limited Data)
• Get some initial values for the model state x0 and the model parameters. Let T be
the length of the observed data.
1. Forecast Step Set
xfit = f(x
ai
t−1,ut−1, α(j−1)∗T+t−1) + w
i
t,
yfit = H(β(j−1)∗T+t−1)x
fi
t + v
i
t,
where wit ∼ N(0,Q(ηx,(j−1)∗T+t−1)) and vit ∼ N(0,R(ηy,(j−1)∗T+t−1)). Calcu-
late Pˆfxxt .
2. State Update
Kˆt = Pˆ
f
xxtH(βt−1)[H(βt−1)Pˆ
f
xxtH
′(βt−1) + R(ηy,t)]−1
xait = x
fi
t + Kˆt(yt − yfit ).
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3. Parameter Update
θ(j−1)∗T+t = θ(j−1)∗T+t−1 + γtΦ(yt,Xat−1, θ(j−1)∗T+t−1).
• Repeat step (1)-(3) for j = 1, 2, . . ., J.
2.6.1 Random Coefficient Autoregressive Model of with Spatial Error - a Limited Data
Simulation Study
In this section we revisit the problem of parameter estimation for Multivariate Au-
toregressive model with spatial error, but under limited data. From model (2.34) we
simulate a data set of 1,000 time points with 100 spatial location uniformly distributed
in a bounded region of [0, 100]× [0, 100], using same simulation parameters. After some
initial runs, we decided on an ensemble of size 150. For estimation purpose we use J=10.
Also, the sequence {γjt } is of the form
γjt = d0
(
n0
max(n0, (j − 1) ∗ T + t)
)ν
. (2.42)
In this case, take ν = 0.7 and n0 = 500. Value of d0 changes for different parameters.
We take d0 as 0.05,0.01, 1, 0.001 respectively for α, β, ρ and σ. Figure (2.16) shows
the result from a typical run. Estimated values of model parameters, averaged over 10
independent run are :
αˆ = 0.59631(0.00008),
σˆ2 = 0.09695(0.00004),
βˆ2 = 1.02625(0.00009),
ρˆ = 24.2359(0.0031),
ρˆ
βˆ2
= 23.6832(0.0041).
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Numbers in parenthesis are the corresponding standard errors.
Figure 2.16: Estimated values of α, σ2 and ρ
β2
using SA. The horizontal line represents
the true value of the corresponding parameter. We have used a time-series of length
1000, repeated 10 times.
2.7 Real Data Analysis
In this section, we have applied our method to the precipitation data set, obtained
from National Climatic Data Center. This data is observed at irregularly spaced 11,918
weather stations, spread all over United States. Precipitation units are in total millime-
ters per month. This data is collected every month from year 1895 till year 1997. This
data set is available at www.image.ucar.edu/GSP/Data/US.monthly.met/. This data
set has been part of several studies in the past, e.g., Johns et al. (2003), Furrer et al.
(2006), Liang et al. (2013) etc. Johns et al. (2003) imputed parts of the data, but for our
purpose, we are going to treat all data as real observation, following Furrer (2006).
For our analysis, we considered 498 weather stations from Colorado. The The total
data set is then divided into 2 part - a training data set, comprising of 450 stations,
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Figure 2.17: Station locations, mostly concentrated in Colorado, in USA map. Green
dots represent stations in training data and the red dots are the stations in test data.
and a test data set of 48 stations. Station locations are in figure (2.17). We removed
the trend and seasonal component as well as the effect of elevation on temperature from
the data using traditional time-series tools. Then we used Stochastic Approximation
based parameter estimation method together with Ensemble Kalman filter to estimate
model parameters. Due to the size, the training data set was divided into 9 data sets of
size 50.The parameter estimates from each data set were later combined using weighted
average, inverse standard deviation being the respective weights. Finally we used the esti-
mated model parameters to predict temperature for the test data. We reparametrized the
exponential covariance function in equations (2.32), (2.34) and (2.37) to Rρ = exp(−ρD)
and Rδ = exp(−δD). Table (2.6) summarizes the numerical results. The Goodness of
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Fit Ratio(GoFR) in the table is defined as follows: 1− MSE
Var(data)
.
Figure 2.18: True vs. predicted temperature using multivariate autoregression model.
α σ2 δ β2 ρ RMSE GoFR
MAR 0.268 - - 1.0372 42.2717 22.5089 64.01%
RCA 0.2859 0.2539 - 0.8542 48.3468 22.4459 64.21%
Spatial RCA 0.2777 0.0302 49.8646 1.0198 47.9083 22.4987 64.04%
Table 2.6: Estimated parameters and the Prediction Root Mean Square Error.
Figure (2.18) show the true and the predicted temperature, averaged over all stations
in the test data, for the multivariate autoregression model with spatial error. The red
line denote the true temperature, and the blue line is the estimated temperature. Similar
figure for the random coefficient model and the spatial random coefficient model can be
found in figure (2.19) and (2.20) respectively.
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Figure 2.19: True vs. predicted temperature using random coefficient model.
Figure 2.20: True vs. predicted temperature using spatial random coefficient model.
2.8 Conclusion
In our research, we proposed a Stochastic Approximation based technique for doing
parameter estimation under Ensemble Kalman filter set-up. Our proposed method is
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dynamic in nature. At each time point, our method updates the parameter estimate
using the last estimate and the observed data for the current time. Under some suitable
conditions, we have showed that the estimated parameters converge to true values.
Using simulation studies we have showed it’s performance in estimating model pa-
rameters, as well as it’s relative strength compared to augmentation based parameter
estimation technique. We have seen that, SA based approach works remarkably well for
parameter estimation. Also in terms state estimation, our proposed approach results in
much stable state estimation, relative to the augmentation based approach. We have
noticed for more complicated model, like the Spatial RCA model, SA based approach
fails to perform well in very high dimension. Finally we have applied our method to large
spatio-temporal data.
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3. NONPARAMETRIC SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSION WITH
GAUSSIAN GRAPHICAL MODEL
3.1 Introduction
Seemingly Unrelated Regression(SUR), introduced by Zellner (1962), considers a set
of seemingly unrelated regression equations with correlated errors. This kind of model
is in general applicable to various fields, such as genetics, econometrics, sociology etc.
Non-parametric SUR regression (see Smith and Kohn (2000), Holmes et al. (2002)) is a
method of estimating SUR regression function without assuming any specific form for the
mean function. In this paper we propose a Bayesian technique for consistently estimating
the regression function in the case of relatively small sample size compared to the number
of parameters to be estimated. The regression model considered in our paper is given by
yi = fi(X) + i·, ∀ i = 1, . . . , q,
where the subscript i denotes the ith regression equation, yi, n×1, is the dependent
variable, X, n×p, is the predictor and fi is the unknown regression function. Like other
SUR model, we assume correlated Gaussian errors,
·j
iid∼ N(0,Σ), ∀ j = 1, . . . , n,
where ·j, q×1, is the error vector corresponding to the jth observation. Let Ω = Σ−1,
be the corresponding precision matrix. Define,  = (1·, · · · , q·) = (′·1, · · · , ′·n)′. Then
using the definition of Matrix Variate Normal(MVN)(see Dawid (1981)), we write
 ∼ MVN(0, In,Σ). (3.1)
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We can restate our model as
Y = f(X) + , (3.2)
where Y = (y1, · · · ,yq), n×q, is the dependent variable matrix and f(X) = (f1(X),
· · · , fq(X)), n×q.
Various nonparametric techniques including smoothing spline, kernel smoothers (see
Hastie and Tibshirani (1990)), spline with adaptive knots(see Friedman (1991)), variable
bandwidth kernel method (see Fan and Gijbels (1995)) exists in the literature. Denison
et al. (1998) introduced an adaptive piecewise polynomial function to estimate fi’s. In
our paper, we use a piecewise linear function with fixed number of equally spaced knots to
reduce the computational complexity. In our paper we use variable selection techniques
to find a subset of unknown regressors (Holmes et al. (2002)).
In both Smith and Kohn (2000) and Holmes et al. (2002), Σ is treated as a nuisance
parameter, and not much attention has been given in examining graphical structure of Y.
From portfolio management problem in finance, to enormous marketing data bases, to
gene expression studies in bioinformatics, we are now faced with high dimensional prob-
lems with significant graphical structure. Gaussian graphical model has a long history
of being used as a tool for estimating sparse Graphical structure under high dimensional
set-up - see Carvalho and Scott (2009) and the references there. Rather than directly
estimating the covariance matrix Σ, we model Ω, the precision matrix. A good thing
about the precision matrix, Ω, and graphical conditional independence. By modelling
conditional independence, Gaussian graphical model makes the computation efficient
and scalable by introducing sparsity in graph. Although both nonparametric SUR and
Gaussian Graphical modelling have long history, joint estimation have never been done.
Bhadra and Mallick (2013) introduces an efficient Bayesian algorithm for linear SUR.
However, a number of criticisms can be directed at a linear Gaussian modeling approach.
Perhaps the most severe among them is the fact that if the true mean function is non-
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linear, a linear model will completely fail to capture that. Indeed, in most applications
linearity assumption is imposed to reduce the computational burden. However, there are
many situations where more flexibility may be desired. The present article achieves this
in a multiple predictor, multiple responses Bayesian regression setting via the use of a
piecewise linear spline basis function.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe Gaussian Graphical
model and introduce the Bayesian hierarchical model. Two simulations studies are done
in section 3. In section 4 and 5, we display the efficiency of our method by comparing
with other methods using real data. Section 6 gives a brief discussion of our findings.
3.2 The Model
3.2.1 Bayesian Graphical Model
An undirected graph G can be represented by the pair (V,E), where V represents
the set of vertices and E = (i, j) represents the set of edges, for some i, j ∈ V . Such
an undirected covariance graph G can be used to model the conditional independence
structure among the q-dimensional response variables in a Gaussian graphical model
(Dempster (1972)). Two nodes, i and j, are called neighbors if (i, j) ∈ E. A graph is
called complete, if all possible pair of nodes are neighbors. C ⊂ G, is called complete
if it induces a complete subgraph. A complete subset that is maximal is called a clique
(see Lauritzen (1996) for details). If two cliques overlap in a set S, then S is called a
separator of those cliques. An undirected, marked graph is said to be decomposable if it
is complete, or if there exists a triple (A,B,C) such that V = A ∪ B ∪ C, C = A ∩ B
and C is a complete subset of V .
Properties of Gaussian distribution implies that if Y = (y1, . . . ,yq) ∼ MVNn×q(η, In,
Σ), then yi and yj are conditionally independent if and only if Ωij = 0. Thus, if G is the
adjacency graph corresponding to the inverse covariance matrix Ω, then presence of an
off-diagonal edge between two nodes imply non-zero partial correlation (i.e., conditional
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dependence) and the absence of an edge imply conditional independence.
The hyper-inverse Wishart is the general set of conjugate priors that was introduced
by Dawid and Lauritzen (1993). Together with the concept of decomposable graph, this
set of priors are computationally efficient as shown in Jones et al. (2005), Carvalho and
Scott (2009) and Bhadra and Mallick (2013). Suppose the decomposable graph, G, can
be split into a set of cliques, {c1, . . . , ck}. Define the set of separator {s2, . . . , sk}, where
sj = (c1 ∪ . . . ∪ cj−1) ∩ cj. Then using equation (5.44) in Lauritzen (1996), we can write
f(y) =
∏k
j=1 f(ycj)∏k
j=2 f(ysj)
. (3.3)
Also from Dawid and Lauritzen (1993) we know that, given G, if y|ΣG ∼ MVN(0, In,
ΣG) and ΣG|G ∼ HIW(δ,Φ), for some positive integer δ and positive definite matrix
Φ,we have ΣG|y,G ∼ HIW(δ + n,Φ + y′y).
3.2.2 Hierarchical Model
From equations (3.1)-(3.2), we have
Y|ΣG ∼ MVNn×q(f(X), In,Σ),
where the function f : Rn×p → Rn×q performs a smooth, nonlinear mapping from the
p-dimensional predictor space to the q-dimensional response space. In our paper we
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estimate the non-linear unknown function f by a piecewise linear spline. Define,
Un×p(k+1) =

X1. (X1. − w1)+ . . . (X1. − wk)+
X2. (X2. − w1)+ . . . (X2. − wk)+
...
...
...
. . .
Xn. (Xn. − w1)+ . . . (Xn. − wk)+

Bp(k+1)×q =

β110 β210 . . . βq10
...
...
. . .
...
β1p0 β2p0 . . . βqp0
β111 β211 . . . βq11
...
...
. . .
...
β1p1 β2p1 . . . βqp1
...
...
. . .
...
β1pk β2pk . . . βqpk

where Xi. = (xi1, . . . , xip),∀ i = 1, . . . , n, w1, . . . , wk are k equally spaced knot points, (Xi. −
wl)+ = [(xi1 − wl)+, . . . , (xip − wl)+],∀ i, l. Here p is the total number of covariates. We
approximate f by
f(X) = UB.
To introduce the notion of redundant variables in X, we define a binary vector γ′ = (γ1, . . . , γp),
where γi = 0 if βji0 = 0 and βjil = 0,∀j = 1, . . . , q, l = 1, . . . , k. Similarly, to introduce the
notion of sparsity in the precision matrix, we define the binary variable Gl, l = 1, . . . ,
q(q−1)
2 ,
the lth off diagonal element in the adjacency matrix corresponding to the graph G. Diagonal
elements of the adjacency matrix are restricted to 1.The bayesian hierarchical model is given
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by
(Y −UγBγ)|γ,ΣG ∼ MN(0, In,ΣG), (3.4)
Bγ |γ,ΣG ∼ MN(0, cIpγ(k+1),ΣG) (3.5)
ΣG|G ∼ HIWG(b, dIq), (3.6)
γi
iid∼ Bernoulli(wγ) for i = 1, . . . , p, (3.7)
Gl
iid∼ Bernoulli(wG) for l = 1, . . . , q(q − 1)
2
, (3.8)
wγ , wG ∼ U(0, 1) (3.9)
where Uγ is the design matrix only containg regressors present in γ, b, c, d are fixed hyper
parameters and w’s are used to control the sparsity of γ and G. Also, denote pγ =
∑
γi. From
equation (3.5) we have
UγBγ |γ,ΣG ∼ MN(0, cUγU′γ ,ΣG). (3.10)
Hence from equation (3.4) we have
Y|γ,ΣG ∼ MN(0, In + cUγU′γ ,ΣG). (3.11)
Let LL′ = (In + cUγU′γ)−1, where L is the corresponding Cholesky decomposition. Define
T = LY. Then
T|γ,ΣG ∼ MN(0, In,ΣG). (3.12)
Integrating ΣG from equation (3.12), and using equation (3.8) we get
T|γ,G ∼ HMTn×q(b, In, dIq), (3.13)
where HMT() is the Hyper Matrix t defined in Dawid and Lauritzen (1993). Given the graph,
distribution of Hyper Matrix t can be looked upon as products and ratios over the cliques and
separators similar to equation (3.3). Suppose we have n observations and the graph G is given
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with the set of cliques {c1, . . . , ck} and separators {s2, . . . , sk}. Given A ∈ cj , consider the
nodes in A, and denote TA as the corresponding n× |A| matrix. Density of Hyper Matrix t on
the given clique cj , is given by
f(tcj ) = pi
−n/2 Γ|cj |((b+ n+ |cj | − 1)/2)
Γ|cj |((b+ |cj | − 1)/2)
|dI|cj ||−n/2|In + (tcj )(dI|cj |)−1(tcj )′|−(b+n+|cj |−1)/2.
(3.14)
By combining equations (3.3) and (3.14) we can derive the complete density of t. For the
detailed description of the Hyper Matrix t density function, see equation (46) in Dawid and
Lauritzen (1993).
3.2.3 Null-Based Bayes Factor
In the null-based approach of calculating Bayes factor we compare null model M0 against
the alternative model MA. Let M0 = (Γ0,G0) be the null model where γ0 indicating no
regressor being selected and G0 denotes the null graph with no edges and MA = (ΓA,GA) is
the alternative model. We assume a priori Pr(M0) = Pr(MA) = 1/2. The null-based Bayes
factor, given by
BF(M0,MA) = f(t|M0)
f(t|MA) =
f(t|Γ0,G0)
f(t|ΓA,GA) , (3.15)
where t = (In + c(XγX
′
γ))
− 1
2y, is used to test the above hypothesis. Now Equation (3.15) can
be further decomposed as
BF(M0,MA) = BF(Γ0,G0; ΓA,G0)× BF(ΓA,G0; ΓA,GA). (3.16)
Consider nested sequence Γ0 ⊂ Γ1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ ΓA of models that differs by a single regressor.
With out loss of generality, assume that Γi = (γ1, . . . , γp), where γj = 1, j = 1, . . . , i and γj = 0,
j = i+1, . . . , p. Also consider the sequence G0 ⊂ G1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gd = GA of decomposable graphs
that differ only by one edge. Let ei denote the edge in Gi but not in Gi−1, and let Ci be the
unique clique of Gi containing ei.
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BF(Γ0,G0; ΓA,G0) =
F (t|Γ0,G0)
f(t|ΓA,G0) =
A−1∏
i=0
f(t|Γi,G0)
f(t|Γi+1,G0)
=
A−1∏
i=0
q∏
j=1
f(ti,j)
f(ti+1,j)
,
where ti,j = (In + cXΓiX
′
Γi)
− 1
2yj ,yj is the j
th column of Y.
=
A−1∏
i=0
q∏
j=1
pi−n/2 Γ(
b+n
2
)
Γ( b
2
)
[det(In + ti,jt
′
i,j/d)]
−(b+n)/2
pi−n/2 Γ(
b+n
2
)
Γ( b
2
)
[det(In + ti+1,jt
′
i+1,j/d)]
−(b+n)/2
using equations (3.3) and (3.14)
=
A−1∏
i=0
q∏
j=1
[ det(In + ti,jt′i,j/d)
det(In + ti+1,jt
′
i+1,j/d)
]−(b+n)/2
=
A−1∏
i=0
q∏
j=1
τ
−(b+n)/2
i,j =
A−1∏
i=0
τ
−(b+n)/2
i , (3.17)
where τi,j = det(In + ti,jt
′
i,j/d)/det(In + ti+1,jt
′
i+1,j/d). Here XΓi+1 = (X
′
Γi
,x′i+1)
′, where n×1
predictor xi+1 is present in XΓi+1 bur not in XΓi .
Consider 2 graphs, G∗0 and G∗, where G∗0 has exactly one edge e = {γ, µ} less than G∗.
Let C∗ = (µ, 1, . . . , k, η) be the unique clique of of G containing e. Suppose C∗0, C∗1 and S∗
are such that C∗0 = C∗\{η}, C∗1 = C∗\{µ} and S∗ = C∗\{η, µ}. The Bayes factor, comparing
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(ΓA,G
∗
0) to (ΓA,G
∗) is given by
BF(ΓA,G
∗
0; ΓA,G
∗) =
f(t|ΓA,G∗0)
f(t|ΓA,G∗)
= K0 ·
|In + tS∗ t
′
S∗
d |
b+n+k−1
2 |In + tC∗ t
′
C∗
d |
b+n+k+1
2
|In +
tC∗0 t
′
C∗0
d |
b+n+k
2 |In +
tC∗1 t
′
C∗1
d |
b+n+k
2
using equations (3.3) and (3.14)
= K0 ·
|Ik + t
′
S∗tS∗
d |
b+n+k−1
2 |Ik+2 + t
′
C∗tC∗
d |
b+n+k+1
2
|Ik+1 +
t′
C∗0
tC∗0
d |
b+n+k
2 |Ik+1 +
t′
C∗1
tC∗1
d |
b+n+k
2
= K0 ·
[
|Ik + t
′
S∗tS∗
d | · |Ik+2 +
t′
C∗tC∗
d |
|Ik+1 +
t′
C∗0
tC∗0
d | · |Ik+1 +
t′
C∗1
tC∗1
d |
] b+n+k+12
×|Ik+1 +
t′
C∗0
tC∗0
d | · |Ik+1 +
t′
C∗1
tC∗1
d |
|Ik + t
′
S∗tS∗
d |2
, (3.18)
where K0 is the appropriate constant. So the Bayes factor comparing (ΓA,G0) to (ΓA,Ga) can
be calculated as
BF(ΓA,G0; ΓA,GA) =
f(t|ΓA,G0)
f(t|ΓA,GA)
=
d−1∏
i=0
f(t|ΓA,Gi)
f(t|ΓA,Gi+1) =
d−1∏
i=0
BF(ΓA,Gi; ΓA,Gi+1). (3.19)
Using (3.16), (3.17) and (3.19), we can get the null based Bayes factor.
3.2.4 MCMC for γ given G and T
From equation (3.7), we have p(γ|wγ) = wpγγ (1−wγ)p−pγ , pγ = 1, . . . , p where wγ is U(0,1)
and pγ is the number of non-zero elements of γ. Integrating wγ out, we get p(γ) = Beta(pγ ,p−
pγ + 1). Hence the sampling procedure proceeds as follows:
1. Given γ, propose γ∗ by either changing a non-zero entry to zero with probability (1-u)
and set q(γ|γ∗)/q(γ∗|γ) = u1−u , or changing a zero entry in γ to one, with probability u
and set q(γ|γ∗)/q(γ∗|γ) = 1−uu .
2. Calculate f(t|γ∗,G) and f(t|γ,G) where f denotes the HMT density, derived by com-
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bining equations (3.3) and (3.14).
3. Accept γ∗ with probability
r(γ,γ∗) = min
(
1,
f(t|γ∗,G)p(γ∗)q(γ|γ∗)
f(t|γ,G)p(γ)q(γ∗|γ)
)
3.2.5 MCMC for G given γ and T
From equation 3.8, we have p(G|wG) = wgG(1−wG)q(q−1)/2−g, where g = 1, . . . , q(q − 1)/2.
Since wG is U(0,1), integrating out wG we get p(G) = Beta(g + 1,
q(q−1)
2 − g + 1)−1, where g is
the number of non-zero off diagonal elements in G. Here the MCMC works as follows
1. Given G, propose decomposable graph G∗ by either changing a non-zero off-diagonal en-
try in the lower triangular part of G to zero with probability (1-u) and set q(G|G∗)/q(G∗|G) =
u
1−u , or changing a zero off-diagonal entry in the lower triangular part of G to one, with
probability u and set q(G|G∗)/q(G∗|G) = 1−uu . We change the corresponding upper
triangular matrix in a consistent fashion.
2. Calculate f(t|γ,G∗) and f(t|γ;λ;G) where f denotes the HMT density, derived by
combining equations (3.3) and (3.14).
3. Accept G∗ with probability
r(G,G∗) = min
(
1,
f(t|γ,G∗)p(G∗)q(G|G∗)
f(t|γ,G)p(γ)q(G∗|G)
)
3.2.6 Sampling Bγ and ΣG from its Posterior
The coefficient matrix Bγ can not be fully recovered. We can only recover the globally
significant ones conditional on Y, γ, and G as follows:
1. Generate ΣG|Y,Bγ ,γ,G from HIW(b+ n, dIq + (Y −UγBγ)′(Y −UγBγ)).
2. Generate Bγ |Y,ΣG,γ,Gfrom MN((U′γUγ + c−1Ipγk)−1U′γY, (U′γUγ + c−1Ipγk)−1,ΣG).
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Since generating Bγ can be a problem because of the dimensionality, we define,
Hγ = BγΣ
− 1
2
G ,
where Σ
− 1
2
G is a Cholesky Decomposition of Σ
−1
G . Then
1. Generate ΣG|Y,Bγ ,γ,G as specified above.
2. Generate Hγ |Y,ΣG,γ,G from MN((U′γUγ+c−1Ipγk)−1U′γYΣ
− 1
2
G , (U
′
γUγ+c
−1Ipγk)−1, Iq).
3. Bγ |Y,ΣG,γ,G = HγΣ
1
2
G.
3.2.7 Choosing the Hyper-parameters
One of the obvious question one might ask is how to choose the hyper-parameters b, c and d.
In general choice of b is not that important but both choice of c and d plays very important role.
d works as a shrinkage parameter for the graph where as c plays a global shrinkage parameter
similar to ridge regression. To reduce the role of d in our analysis and make the analysis free
of tuning the values of d, we did the following (see Liu and Wang (2012) for more details)
• rather than using Y for our data analysis, we used Y˜ = YΣˆ−1/2Y ;
• then we took d =
√
ln(q)
2n .
The other hyper-parameter c is chosen in a way to match the variability in the data, ie., Y˜ and
the design matrix U. We set c = λ ∗ Var(vec(Y˜))Var(vec(U)) , where λ can be chosen from [0.1,10].
3.3 Simulation Study
Here we present two simulation studies. In the first simulation, we consider a small di-
mensional problem, and show that the variable selection and graph selection works quite well.
Also, for this problem, we have regenerated B and ΣG to show that the predicted values can
mimic the non-linear shape of the observations. For the second simulation, we considered a
high dimensional problem, and showed that our method works well to identify the regressor
variables as well as the underlying graph.
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3.3.1 Simulation One
First we start with a relatively small dimensional problem, with p = 10, q = 50 and n =
120. x is simulated randomly from U(−2, 2). We used a relatively simple, smooth function,
similar to the function used in Denison et al. (1998),
f1(x) = sin(2x2) + 2e
−16x26 (3.20)
to generate data. The function is re-scaled such that its support is the unit interval. The
dependent variable, Y, is generated by adding zero mean Gaussian error to re-scaled f1(x).
The error adjacency matrix, corresponding to the true graph G, is shown in Figure 3.1.
For this simulation, we have used fifteen fixed knot-points. 20,000 MCMC iteration steps
are performed, after 10,000 burn-in steps. Figure 3.1 shows the estimated adjacency matrix and
the estimated posterior probability of pγ . Using 0.5 as our cut-off on the estimated posterior
probability, we have selected x2 and x6. By using the linear model described in Bhadra and
Mallick (2013), we get the estimated adjacency matrix and the estimated posterior probability
of pγ , showed in Figure 3.2. Although the linear model identifies the correct graph, it clearly
fails to separate the true regressor variables from the false ones.
Next we generate Bγ and ΣG, given identified regressors and the estimated adjacency
matrix. The scatter plot in Figure 3.3 shows that our model can recapture the non-linear
shape. The root mean square error, averaged over 10 independent MCMC runs, is 0.3363. The
RMSE for the linear model, averaged over 10 independent MCMC runs, is 0.3379.
3.3.2 Simulation Two
For the second simulation set-up, we consider a high dimensional case, where p = 100,
q = 100 and n = 120. X, 120 × 100, is simulated randomly from U(−2, 2). We used the
following function,
f2(x) = β1 sin(x30) + β2 sin(x50) + β3x56 + β4 exp(
x75
2
), (3.21)
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Figure 3.1: (a) True Adjacency Matrix. (b) Estimated Adjacency Matrix. (c)Posterior
Probability Plot for γ. Variable marked by red circle are the true variables identified by
our model.
to generate data. βi’s, i = 1, . . . , 4, are generated randomly from a zero mean multivariate
Gaussian distribution. The observation, Y, 120 × 100, is generated by adding adding zero
mean Gaussian error to f2(x). The error adjacency matrix is shown in Figure 3.4(a). Estimated
adjacency matrix and the variables are shown in Figure 3.4(b)-(c).
3.4 Scottish Elections
Scottish election data has earlier been used in various multivariate regression studies (Brown
(1980),Breiman and Friedman (1997),Holmes et al. (2002)). The data consists of electoral re-
sults for all 71 Scottish constituencies in the United Kingdom general elections of February and
October 1974. The raw data consists of the total votes for each of the four major parties (Con-
servative, Labour, Liberal and Nationalist) in each election, together with a categorical variable
Figure 3.2: (a) True Adjacency Matrix. (b) Estimated Adjacency Matrix. (c)Posterior
Probability Plot for γ. Variable marked by red circle are the true variables.
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Figure 3.3: Left panel shows he scatter plot of Y, averaged over it’s dimension, plotted
against x2 and x6. Panel on the right shows the predicted values of Y, averaged over
dimension, plotted against x2 and x6. Blue lines are the LOESS lines.
listing the location of the constituency by six regions, and the size of the electorate in each con-
stituency. From the raw data the four response variable and the seven independent/regressor
variable are derived as
(a) y=(y1,y2,y3,y4) is the difference between the vote share of four parties (Conservative,
Labour, Liberal and Nationalist) in October and February.
(b) x1, x2, x3 and x4 are the vote share of the four parties in February.
(c) x5 = 0.5 if Liberal intervenes (Liberal vote in February = 0; Liberal vote ¿ 0 in October);
else x5 = 0.
(d) x6 = 0.5 if rural constituency (R=5,6); else x6 = 0.
(e) x7 = 0.5 if Labour or Nationalist won in February and |x2 − x4| < 0.2; else x7 = 0.
First 30 data points are used for developing the model and the rest 41 data points are used as
an out-of-sample test data set.
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Figure 3.4: (a) True Adjacency Matrix. (b) Estimated Adjacency Matrix. (c)Posterior
Probability Plot for γ. Variable marked by red circle are the true variables identified by
the model.
We first calculated the sample partial correlation matrix and the corresponding p-values (it
tests whether the corresponding partial correlation is significantly different from 0 or not) for
the response variable. The p-values are given by

0 0.7638 0.0029 0.0005
0 0.0018 0.5916
0 0.0005
0

.
From above we can infer that (y1, y2) and (y2, y4) are partially independent. Similarly we
calculated the correlation and the corresponding p-values between four response variable and
the seven regressor variables. The p-values indicate that only x3 and x5 can be considered as
the master predictors.
We model the data using our method with multivariate linear spline. We run the MCMC
iteration 20000 times, with 10000 burn-in iterations.The posterior probability of the adjacency
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matrix (same as graph G) in this case is

1.0000 0.3935 0.6683 1.0000
1.0000 0.9224 0.2708
1.0000 0.6873
1.0000

.
The posterior probability plot of γ in Fig. 3.5 indicates that only x3 and x5 are the master
predictor variables. Our MCMC result is consistent with the emperical findings above.
Figure 3.5: Estimated Posterior Probability of the Covariates.
The out-of-sample test results in terms of mean-squared prediction error multiplied by 1000,
averaged over 5 MCMC run, is given in Table 3.1. Our overall model performance is comparable
to all other models. Average MSE(*1000) in all our models are less than that in Breiman and
Friedman (1997) and Holmes et al. (2002).
3.5 Asset Returns
Next we apply our method to analyze financial data. Here we have considered the weekly
log return data set of 9 stocks from 2004, used earlier for analysis in Yuan et al. (2007) and
Rothman et al. (2010). We are using this data to compare our method to the other methods.
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Response Result from various methods
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
1 0.98 0.98 0.82 0.83 0.80
2 0.58 0.44 0.35 0.35 0.35
3 0.38 1.26 0.50 0.60 0.43
4 1.92 1.17 2.06 2.04 1.94
Average 0.97 0.96 .93 0.95 0.88
Table 3.1: Predictive Mean Squared Error (times 1000) for Out-of-Sample Data in the
Scottish Election Example. (a) corresponds to results in Breiman and Friedman (1997);
(b) corresponds to Multivariate results in Holmes et al. (2002); (c)corresponds to a Linear
model with only Graph selection; (d) corresponds to our full model with Non-parametric
spline; (e) corresponds to a model with only Graph selection, but no variable selec-
tion,with Non-parametric spline.
We have used a vector AR(1) model, given by,
y = f(y˜) + E, (3.22)
where y = (y2, . . . , yT )
′ and y˜ = (y1, . . . , yT−1)′. Here yt is the vector of log-returns for week
t. Following the earlier works, we have divided the data into training and validation data sets.
The training data set is consist of first 26 weeks of data and the validation data set is the
remaining 26 weeks of log-returns. We use the training data set to fit our model and then
measure the Mean square error(MSE) for each stock for the validation data set.
We apply our model with multivariate linear spline on the training data. The model ran
for 75,000 MCMC iterations together with 25,000 burn-ins. Fig. 3.6 shows the estimated
adjacency matrix and the posterior probability of the covarites. 0.1 is used as the cut-off for
covariate probabilities. From the figure, we conclude that the previous weeks log-return of
Ford, Citi and AIG stock prices can be used as master predictor for our model. The cut-off
used in case of adjacency matrix is 0.15. From our estimated adjacency matrix we find that
companies with similar products are partially correlated - GM and Ford(car makers), Exxon
and ConocoPhillips(oil and gas), Citi and AIG(financial), IBM and GE(technology). This result
is consistent with subject knowledge.
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Stock Result from various methods
MRCE ap.MRCE FES BGGM
Walmart 0.41 0.41 0.40 0.43
Exxon 0.31 0.31 0.29 0.32
GM 0.71 0.69 0.62 0.62
Ford 0.77 0.77 0.69 0.58
GE 0.45 0.45 0.41 0.40
ConocoPhillips 0.79 0.78 0.79 0.82
Citigroup 0.62 0.62 0.59 0.66
IBM 0.49 0.47 0.51 0.46
AIG 1.88 1.88 1.74 1.95
Average 0.71 0.71 0.67 0.69
Table 3.2: Mean Squared Error for each stock×1000 based on the validation data. Results
of MRCE and ap.MRCE methods are reported from Table 6 in Rothman et al. (2010)
and that of FES method from Table 3 in Yuan et al. (2007). BGGM is our method.
Figure 3.6: Estimated Graph and Posterior Probability of Covariates
Finally we use the estimated adjacency matrix and master covariates to estimate the spline
coefficient matrix B based on the training data and use the estimated model to forecast for
the validation data set. In table 3.2, we have reported average MSE for our model based on 10
MCMC runs, together with that from Yuan et al. (2007) and Rothman et al. (2010). We see
that our result is comparable with both methods.
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3.6 Discussion
The section discusses a joint variable and covariance selection technique for the case of a
nonlinear, Gaussian graphical model. Relaxing the linearity assumption of Bhadra and Mallick
(2013) allows one the important flexibility of being able to capture non-linear signals in the
data. Ideally, one would like to relax the Gaussianity assumption as well, however, it is less
clear how one would proceed. Copula-based models hold some promise, but have not been very
successful hitherto in high dimensions.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In my dissertation, we have proposed two novel statistical methodology. In the first
chapter we proposed a Stochastic approximation based parameter estimation technique
for Ensemble Kalman Filter set-up. We discussed asymptotic properties of the proposed
method. Also we have done comparative simulation study with other popular approach.
We have applied our method to large spatio-temporal data.
In our research, we found that our proposed approach suffers in case of very high
dimensional problem. In future, we want to focus on how that problem can be solved.
Also, we want to apply our proposed method more broadly to real data.
In the second chapter, we proposed a novel joint variable and covariance selection
technique for the case of a nonlinear, Gaussian graphical model. In our future research,
we want to investigate the theoretical properties of our approach.
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